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Microsoft is ready and position to overflow its upcoming blowers along with Xbox-scented video.
With such a fantastic feature it is promising to contact movies and TV shows from your Windows
Phone handset. Xbox Live bigwig Marc Whitten in a letter posted on the Major Nelson blog has
exposed that the innovative services striking the Microsoft's glossy black games box which also
include a segment dubbed that is Xbox on Windows 8 and Windows Phone.

The services of Three are comprehensive which include Xbox Video to which Microsoft stated that
this servicer would help you in accessing the video market place and moreover it would make the
things while browsing and penetrating for the TV episodes and movies. Microsoft also stated that
you may watch the videos from your personal collection and in addition to this you may queue up
the movies or TV show at your Xbox 360. At the same time as it sounds somewhat true but would
not be a firm authorization that Xbox Video would appear on Windows Phone because according to
the memorandum of Microsoft it means that video services are particularly headed towards to
Windows 8 only.

The scrupulous movies and shows accessible are confident to be constrained by district too.
Moreover if any significant news would be out by the Microsoft and would be available to everyone
very soon as told by the company. Updating the movies or tally shows to Windows Phone would
create lots of intelligence although. Improbably at present you cannot purchase or lease any video
from the Microsoft smart phone and placing the stage at a drawback compared with the positive
features of the iPad and iPhone which provides the facility of lots of download able videos through
the iTunes app.

At the same time the Xbox has turn out to be one of the mainly convincing device out there
especially for TV, music and movies. This implies that Microsoft to compress a lot of kindness on
top of its additional platforms as likely. Itâ€™s newly exposed Smart Glass app, which would let you
manage your comfort by means of your phone or tablet. Moreover if are desperate of watching a
video from you window phone gadget then you have to check out for the Netflix app.
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